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FIRST"SECTION"–"ENTREPRENEURSHIP"
AND"NEW"LEARNING"FRAMEWORKS"
INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this document is to outline portfolio as a learning framework for
use in the entrepreneurship programme at the Royal Academy of Music (RAM).
The material is based on experiences gathered from the last two years of testing
in RAM’s entrepreneurship course. Referring to the document as an outline
reflects the entrepreneurial process that developing the method has been and
continues to be – the road is paved as the work goes on – and what works today
may and probably will have to be adjusted tomorrow. The portfolio method is
described with a view to creating a learning framework specifically for the
entrepreneurship programme at the Royal Academy of Music; the ground is
being prepared for the further development and implementation of the method
within other courses of study offered at the Academy. The portfolio method is
based on learning theory and recent trends within entrepreneurial education, and
could also have an impact in academic contexts other than musical education
where both entrepreneurship and learning are involved.
The developmental work was carried in RAM’s ECTS-qualifying entrepreneurship
course at both a bachelor’s and master’s level; the portfolio method was
introduced as the form to be used for documentation and presentations in the
course's final exam when the programme was initially launched in the autumn of
2011 (RAM curriculum: 2011). Experience showed that the portfolio method had
potential in terms of developing students' entrepreneurial skills – and as a
formative assessment tool. This uncovered a need to develop, describe and
implement the method in entrepreneurship education. Both educators and
committed students contributed valuable experience, feedback and constructive
criticism during the development stage. Their contributions have shown what
works well, where particular challenges lie and what untapped potentials the
method continues to harbour.
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HOW TO READ THIS DOCUMENT

The document is made up of sections that can be read independently, but which
also constitute a cohesive proposal as to the portfolio method in its entirety. It
comprises two parts that together describe the portfolio method as a learning
framework in both the theory and the practise of entrepreneurship.

First section – Entrepreneurship and new learning frameworks
Introduction
How to read this document
Entrepreneurship education at RAM
Learning how to learn
Backstage Frontstage
Zone of proximal development
Portfolio as an assessment tool
Bloom’s taxonomy of learning

Second part – Portfolio in theory and practice
What is portfolio?
Portfolio as pedagogical intent in entrepreneurship
Implementing portfolio
Portfolio's three phases
Portfolio as an interface between theory and practice
Writing to learn
Portfolio in practise
Challenges

This document can be used as a reference work, and may be read by both
educators and students, and by others with an interest in entrepreneurship and
learning. There are sections presenting theoretical background information and
others with more action-oriented descriptions of how the portfolio method and
its tools can be used in project work, teaching, guidance and individual learning
processes.

"
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FROM KNOWLEDGE TO ACTION

The pedagogical focus within entrepreneurship education is moving from an
approach based on imparting knowledge of entrepreneurship to the student,
toward a focus on developing entrepreneurial action competence. From its
previous focus on economic and business-oriented thinking, in which classroom
instruction traditionally concerned itself with management and project
management tools, more recent thinking has shifted toward a pedagogical
practice with a focus on learning processes. Entrepreneurship as a method
(Sarasvathy, S.D. & Venkataraman, S.: 2010). This means that entrepreneurial
education conceived of as knowledge imparted to the students – based on the
educator's expertise and a predefined curriculum – is being played down in
favour of a type of teaching in which work on actual projects and the
establishment of personal professional identities becomes the actual forum in
which learning takes place. The trends point toward an increasing degree of
action as an arena for learning (Kirketerp, A. & Greve, L. red.: 2011)
This shift in how entrepreneurial education and entrepreneurial learning are
understood and conducted in practice calls for new methods within both teaching
and assessment. There are solid grounds in pedagogical theory for concluding
that entrepreneurial learning processes must be linked to an element of action
taking place in the real world for the lessons to take root. Having said this, it is
also important to prevent this practical approach from turning into “mindless”
action. Learning in practice must be linked to reflection and knowledge. (Blenker,
P. & Thrane, C. 2011)
When learning takes place “out of the educator's hands” in the bustle of project
work, new ways of assuring the quality of the learning processes are required.
This is a didactic challenge calling for new types of instruction and assessment as
well as new learning frameworks that open up possibilities for integrating theory,
knowledge and reflection in practice. Action in itself does not develop
entrepreneurial skills.
This is where the pedagogical task has to be accomplished.
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP EDUCATION AT RAM
Entrepreneurship education differs from the other subjects at RAM in that it
aims to prepare students to act as opportunity creators in a volatile labour
market, focusing on this preparation rather than craft-oriented and theoretical
learning. Permanent orchestra jobs and full-time music teaching positions are
disappearing now that freelance work as well as hourly and project-based work
are making more and more headway in the music industry. This is something
that educational institutions need to address without diminishing the level of
musical instruction.
The teaching of entrepreneurship will contribute to the development of an
entrepreneurial mindset and increased action competence. In other words, music
students will gain knowledge of the music industry and the business world in
general, and will be trained to identify new opportunities for using their artistic
skills and the mastery of their craft, and to have both the ability and the courage
to act on these opportunities.
Instrumental or vocal skills traditionally constitute the foundation of a
conservatory education. This reminds us that the word for art in Danish comes
from the German “können”, i.e. to be able to do something. Now that
entrepreneurship is being added to musical education, we ought to bear in mind
that an entrepreneur – which in Danish is also called an iværksættere – is
someone who undertakes projects, i.e. someone who acts. The question that
arises is how entrepreneurship education can be tackled in practice so that it
creates a framework for learning processes with a view to knowledge, capability
and action? This question forms the starting point for the development and
implementation of a portfolio method as a learning framework in the Academy's
entrepreneurship teaching.
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LEARNING HOW TO LEARN
The pedagogy of entrepreneurship is closely linked to the concept of “learning
how to learn” and to the ability of actively applying one's subject knowledge in
various contexts. For entrepreneurial education in the creative subjects, it is
essential that the student is able to create value through his or her artistic and
creative subject knowledge. (Buus, M. & Refslund, D. 2010). This includes being
capable of setting objectives for oneself, identifying and creating new
opportunities for creating value, being able to identify the next “best action” and
being able to reflect on the one's own work, one's own resources and one's own
learning.
Therefore, gaining insight into one's own learning processes is an important
reason for implementing the portfolio method as a learning framework. When
students begin reflecting on what they have learned and write down their
thoughts e.g. about classroom instruction, their professional practise or their
project work – whether in the form of “free” logbook writing or using reflection
assignments linked to their classroom instruction – this makes some of the
processes that otherwise take place unconsciously visible. This is a way of
reinforcing their ability to ask the right questions about their own learning
processes and their ability to answer them. It is making the learning process and
one's own progress visible in this manner that reinforces both the ability and the
desire to relate to one's own learning objectives and to goals in general. Learning
how to learn is largely about taking responsibility for one's own learning. In
practice this means that one is able to formulate one's own learning objectives
and to both initiate and maintain the processes that lead to achieving the goal.
The work involved in writing a portfolio can be a major impetus in this effort
since it makes it possible to set clearly defined, focused goals, to provide overview
and structure and to prompt reflection. (Illeris, K.: 2006)
However, it must be stressed that a portfolio does not become a portfolio by itself,
and that it by no means serves as a guarantee of improved learning processes.
How the student uses the portfolio in practice is very important, as is how the
portfolio is implemented as a tool in the classroom. When the portfolio is to serve
as a framework for “meta-learning” – learning how to learn – it is a prerequisite
that the portfolio also reflect this dimension. In other words, the meta-reflective
element must be actively incorporated into the instruction given – e.g. by means
of exercises and reflection assignments. Once this condition is met, working with
portfolios provides a real opportunity to gain insight into one's own learning
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process and to learn something about oneself. (Dysthe, O., Hertzberg, F. & Hoel,
T. L.: 2001)
In line with the idea of teaching based on the principle that the student takes
responsibility for his or her own learning, the educator's role here changes from
being the omniscient “imparter” of knowledge to being someone who is more
experienced and who provides support and serves as an advisor and organiser of
the learning process; a learning process which, among other things, includes
sound use of the portfolio method as a learning framework. Rather than
conveying knowledge, the focus here is on the professional and personal
development of the learner; in this context, the character of the instruction and
guidance changes from being “one-way communication” from teacher to pupil to
a form of dialogue in which communication goes both ways.
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BACKSTAGE & FRONTSTAGE
Inspired by sociologist Erving Goffman’s theory of social interaction, the terms
Frontstage andBackstage are deployed here as a metaphor on loan from the
theatrical arts. Goffman’s theory describes how we as individuals always try to
make the best possible impression on others, just as actors do with their
audiences. When we appear “front stage”, as he calls appearing in public, we
stage ourselves using costumes, roles, lines and scripts that allow us to get into
character as the person we wish to be seen as. In other words, we manage and
handle our social appearances as if we were appearingfront stage in a theatre.
Back stage is a different arena, as goes without saying. When we are backstage,
we feel secure, are able to lower our guard and “be ourselves”. Being backstage
does not necessarily mean being completely alone, but can be understood to
mean a place where we feel safe and secure. This is where we correct, plan and
rehearse our front stage performance. Thus, a project group can engage in
backstage work together while preparing for a performance. Just like a band
prepares for a tour in the studio. (Goffman, E.: 1959).

Backstage & Frontstage are thus tied to entrepreneurship education as a
metaphor for the different arenas in which learning takes place. In terms of the
portfolio method, this image corresponds with the idea of an “engine room"
located backstage, behind the physical arena. While working on entrepreneurial
projects, there is also a backstage area – an engine room – in the sense that there
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is an arena available for exploration and action which is hidden from public view.
A safe development room where it is possible to act creatively and without selfcensorship.
Once you are ready, you can part the curtains and present the finished product to
the outside world with pride and confidence (audience, customers, investors,
fellow collaborators, etc.). This does not mean that you are done developing and
learning. Learning also occurs in the encounter with the real world.

BACKSTAGE

The vast majority of people learn best and are often more creative, when they do
not feel they are being watched or judged (Amabile, T.: 1998). Just as musicians
practice and refine their craft in a rehearsal room without their practice session
being evaluated by others, learning occurs on a deeper level when you take time
to reflect and try out thoughts and ideas on your own. It is necessary to go
through this phase before you can perform anything at all. For this reason, this
phase comes before the stage in which results are presented.
However, this does not mean that backstage work always takes place in the form
of a “solo” project. Backstage work also applies to group assignments and project
work in which several people collaborate in order to develop and try out ideas.
The point is that backstage is the rehearsal room where you can work
undisturbed and without fear of criticism or judgement. Both in a group and as
an individual.
For this reason, it is important to conceive of a portfolio (as a learning
framework) as a forum in which personal learning and development processes
can be nursed in peace and quiet. Using another metaphor from the theatre, one
might say that a substantial part of the work on portfolios – seen from an
educational perspective – takes place in the backstage learning arena.
The backstage arena is the part of the portfolio where you can practice without
fear of criticism. It can be seen as an area for work and play which unauthorised
persons are barred from entering. In other words, only those with an invitation
have access. E.g. the primary educator, advisor and fellow students. In other
words, “backstage” is where you can feel free to “mess up”, think the unthinkable
and try things out – far from critical gazes or any other form of censorship.
In"the"backstage"learning"arena"you"can:"
"
•
Think"up"and"develop"ideas"
•
Explore"opportunities"
•
Catch"sight"of"new"perspectives"
•
Clarify"what"is"unclear"
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•
•
•
•
•

Assert"your"own"thoughts"and"ideas"
Think"the"unthinkable"
Explain"things"to"yourself…"
Think"“what"if”"
Receive"feedback"and"guidance"

Logbooks, writing exercises and questions for reflection are used in the backstage
area in order to provoke learning and development; not in order to bring about
achievement, performance and presentation in the here and now. That comes
later when the students’ professional identity, projects and ideas begin to take
shape, which can be presented “frontstage”.

FRONTSTAGE

As opposed to the closed privacy of the backstage arena, the frontstage arena is
the portion of the portfolio that is presented in public. This is where you perform.
It is possible to conceive of the frontstage presentation as a stage with a backdrop
that has been carefully selected based on how you would like to present yourself
or your product.
It is important to know the audience the product is addressing – who the
product's recipient is, so to speak. Whether the portfolio is being presented as
part of an exam or job application, or if it is meant to serve as a link in an
application to a potential sponsor/fund, the content has to be adapted so as to be
just right for the audience it is addressing. The stage must be set just right so that
you appear the way you want to in the eyes of the specific target group.
The"front"stage"arena"is"where"you:"
"
•
Present"projects"
•
Express"yourself"clearly"and"precisely"(eTmails,"press"releases,"applications)"
•
“Sell”"products"
•
Stage"a"professional"identity""
•
Describe"ideas"
•
Show"results"
•
Make"working"and"learning"processes"visible""
•
Take"exams"
•
Encounter"the"world""
The large backstage area is still there behind the scenes; you can go there to make
adjustments if something did not work as intended. In other words, you will
12

never quite see your work as being final and complete; instead, you are constantly
correcting what you have already done and learning new things in an ongoing
process of interaction between action and reflection. Frontstage – the
professional presentation of the self or project – will always be affected by and
susceptible to the external conditions it encounters.
Yet as a working and learning tool for entrepreneurship, during the initial stages
a portfolio has a substantially different purpose than self-promotion and selfpresentation, which comes later on in the project process. For this reason, as an
educator it is important to promote understanding of the more process-oriented
approach to the method, in which portfolio writing serves as a tool for qualifying
products and ideas before – it should be noted – the results are available for
presentation. Thus, it becomes a place where learning occurs. A playground, or –
to use an entrepreneur's metaphor – a construction site. Only later in the process,
once the project is taking shape, is it opened up and exhibited.
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ZONE OF PROXIMAL DEVELOPMENT

The Russian developmental psychologist Lev Vygotsky coined the term zone of
proximal development1. The term indicates that when a person has to learn
something new, he or she is always at a certain level of development, but may be
close to actualising additional development potentials. It's just not always
possible to see those potentials. As a pedagogical tool, learning in the zone of
proximal development means that all development occurs socially, with support
from one or more competent people which may include teachers, advisors or
fellow students. The thinking is premised on the theory that you are capable, in
interaction with others, of performing tasks you would not have been able to
perform alone.
Learning something means that you are moving from the level you currently
occupy to a new level. In order to do so, you have to move beyond your “comfort
zone” – to stretch your abilities a bit – and move out into the zone where the new
skills are located. In other words, learning takes place between what you are
already capable of doing alone (current zone of development) and what you
simply cannot do as yet (potential zone of development), namely in the zone of
proximal development. And this is where you have to let go of old ideas and
patterns in order to find new paths. (Illeris, K.: 2006)
However, if the challenge is too great and beyond the zone of proximal
development, you will be too far out in the potential zone of development –
which is playfully referred to as the “panic zone”. This is the position you find
yourself in when the task is simply too difficult, and the challenge will lead to
frustration rather than to the envisaged learning. However, if the challenges are
within the current zone of development and the tasks are too easy, the work you
do will typically be routine and habitual. You may get bored. Here too, the
envisaged learning will not take place. What is crucial is being able to recognise
the zone of proximal development – which is an ever-changing variable by its
very nature – and striving to bring yourself (or your students) into it. The Zone of
Proximal Development is where learning takes place.
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WHO CAN SPOT THE ZONE OF PROXIMAL DEVELOPMENT IN
ENTREPRENEURSHIP?
Having been through the Danish school system, we are used to the educator
knowing the curriculum and being the one best able to set goals for what is to be
learned and when – and what it is important to be capable of doing within a given
field. In entrepreneurship education, where we are trying to foster independence
and both action competence and the ability to reflect, it is useful to shift the
responsibility for learning and development onto the individual student. For who
is better able to evaluate what is needed in order to approach individual learning
objectives going beyond the scope of the curriculum than the student himself or
herself? In principle, it is neither possible nor desirable for another person – a
teacher or advisor – to determine exactly where the student's zone of proximal
development lies. And certainly not within a discipline such as entrepreneurship.
It is only possible to provide guidance in the form of dialogue that can help the
student to independently identify the next best action and next learning goal. The
task of the advisor has very much to do with helping the student identify his or
her own Zone of Proximal Development – a key component of learning how to
learn.
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PORTFOLIO AS AN ASSESSMENT TOOL
Entrepreneurship was originally linked to economic and business-oriented
thinking where strategy and product-orientation was key. Teaching and
education in entrepreneurship, on the other hand, is a pedagogical domain
where the focus is on learning processes and modifying the ability to think and
act. (Kirketerp, A. & Greve, L. red.: 2011)
In the entrepreneurship programme offered at RAM, economic aspects, business
plans and strategy form an integral part of the educational curriculum and are
part of “equipping the student” for the labour market. As an educational
institution focused on learning and on developing students' skills, the academic
learning objectives we establish also extend beyond knowledge of. High priority
is therefore given to assessing students in terms of their working and learning
processes and their active capability, both on an ongoing basis and at the end of
their academic course.
In the above section, portfolios are described as a methodological
entrepreneurship learning framework in which expressive writing, developing
one's own identity and project management serve as key concepts in the
portfolio's “backstage” arena. Portfolios have been described as a kind of
“construction site” where students are able to express themselves creatively away
from the judgemental, critical gaze of the outside world. That is to say, portfolio
as a working method. This method is a tool that can be used by anyone
interested in experiencing deeper learning and qualification of projects – and by
anyone struggling to build a professional identity and career.
When evaluating and assessing entrepreneurial learning, the portfolio method
is a form of assessment that requires insight and increased attention from both
students, advisors and educators. It must be clear why an assessment is taking
place – and what the students are being assessed in terms of.

EVALUATION FOR LEARNING – EVALUATIONOF LEARNING
Evaluation and exams are usually about measuring the students' learning
outcomes once teaching is over. One might say that an exam, seen traditionally, is
a way to determine what the student has learned. But evaluation, beyond
verifying and assessing learning progress, can also be focused on developing and
improving the learning process itself. These are two very different ways of
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evaluating, with very different purposes. Thus, in the portfolio method, one must
distinguish between evaluation using a portfolio, and the evaluation of a
portfolio. (Krogh, L., Lund, B. & Jensen, A.A.: 2008)
Evaluating with a view to assessment and grading is called summative
evaluation, i.e. summary evaluation of learning. This is the method we are
familiar with from the testing culture on which the Danish school system is
primarily based; it is concerned with measuring “how much” students have
learned. Summative evaluation is typically performed at the end of the course or
as a midterm test (e.g. a prelim). From the student's perspective, this is about
how well they are able to perform – and trying to hide the things they do not
know as well or their weaknesses. The purpose of this evaluation is to verify and
assess the student's learning outcome and “status” in retrospect.
Evaluating as part of a process-oriented learning strategy is called formative
evaluation, and is evaluation for the sake of learning. As opposed to exams and
summative evaluation, it is performed as a continuous response during the
learning process over time. This response may occur in the form of feedback from
educators and advisers; it may consist of mutual exchange between students, or
may simply be a type of ‘self-evaluation’. The purpose of this type of evaluation is
to improve learning and outcomes with a forward-looking view. Thus, formative
evaluation is about being able to identify development potential and new learning
objectives and calling attention to points in need increased focus. (Andreasen, K.,
Friche, N. & Rasmussen, A. (red.): 2011)

PORTFOLIO AS A BASIS FOR EXAMS
According to RAM’s curriculum, students in the entrepreneurship programme
are required to take an oral exam based on their portfolio. Students submit a
portfolio exam folder with primary emphasis on a thoroughly prepared project
with associated appendices, video clips, etc. and their exam requires them to
reflect on their own academic and personal development (RAM curriculum: 2011)
When a portfolio serves as the basis for administering an exam in this way, it is
important that the students as well as the examiners are entirely clear as to what
the evaluation is based on so that the presentation portfolio represents the
achieved learning targets in the best possible manner. Are students evaluated
exclusively in terms of collaboration, learning processes, action competence and
the ability to reflect? Or is the evaluation based on e.g. the product, portfolio
layout, branding and idea? Are students being evaluated on their knowledge of
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entrepreneurship, business strategies and finance?
All the topics covered in the subject can of course be evaluated to differing
degrees, but the respective weighting of the various elements should be specified.
This means that students must be advised as to how to select relevant material
for the exam in order to optimally demonstrate that they fulfil the course's
learning objectives, while simultaneously presenting their projects in a
professional manner.
Evaluation tends to become constitutive of practice, in the sense that when
something is measured and emphasised, it must be important. In this sense,
evaluation works both ways. That which is being measured is given particular
attention, and that which is not formulated as a learning objective is played
down. (Andreasen, K., Friche, N. & Rasmussen, A. (red.): 2011)
Although the primary objective of a final exam is naturally to carry out an
assessment and assign marks – the final evaluation may also incorporate a
formative objective, so that the student receives good advice he or she can move
forward with. An exam does not prove that a student is now an educated
“entrepreneur”, but rather serves as an indication of the fact that the student has
been given the tools and an understanding of what it means to take control over
his or her own professional life.
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BLOOM’S TAXONOMY OF LEARNING
To administer an exam in a “soft” discipline like entrepreneurship is a challenge
that will be solved differently by different people. There probably is no answer
key here, since what is being measured is far more than just fingertip knowledge.
Just as an exam in music is not simply a matter of technique and dexterity, an
exam in entrepreneurship, in addition to knowledge and skills, must also be able
to evaluate what cannot be evaluated, i.e. the students' personal degree of action
competence and self-insight, as well as their ability to apply the material acquired
during the course and to act on that basis.

CAN LEARNING BE MEASURED?

Many learning theorists have attempted to categorise different levels of learning;
one of the best-known and most frequently used models in this regard is Bloom's
Taxonomy. (Bloom, B.: 1956; Olsen, J.B.: 2002). This model is a tool for
understanding and categorising learning, and it is especially useful precisely with
regard to evaluating project work in entrepreneurship and as a means of
evaluating entrepreneurial learning; this because the model goes far beyond “rote
learning” by looking at the degree to which the students are able to apply their
knowledge.
The categories of the taxonomy are arranged hierarchically, where the first level
is the lowest and has to do with “knowledge”. After that the levels move through
comprehension, application and analysis, into the fifth and sixth levels, which are
higher-level cognition states: synthesis and critical evaluation.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Knowledge"
Comprehension"
Application"
Analysis"
Synthesis"
Evaluation"

Knowledge can be measured as the student's ability to reproduce a given body of
acquired material, either by means of
recognition or recall. This is sometimes called referred knowledge – what is
popularly known as rote learning. Here, students might be called upon to
recognise the difference between budgets and accounts or to reproduce business
models.
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Comprehension primarily involves being able to use acquired knowledge in
specific contexts without necessarily understanding the material in depth. The
comprehension level can be regarded as the phase in the learning process where
students start being able to use their knowledge, albeit in a mechanical and
limited manner.
Application of knowledge and comprehension take place during project work,
when students use general ideas, theories, principles and methods from the
classroom and the literature to address the concrete problems posed to them.
During an entrepreneurial project, a problem can be understood as a challenge
calling for action or enterprise.
Analysis is a process that uncovers relationships between individual components.
The ability to analyse has to do with gaining operational comprehension of the
often complex and confusing reality that one is acting in. In other words:
developing an eye for the unseen by looking beyond one’s immediately apparent
context so as to gain an appreciation of correlations and, in so doing, an ability to
spot new opportunities and new directions to move in. A problem is not always
what it seems to be, but by analysing the problem one can better approach what
the “real” problem might be.
Synthesis – as opposed to analysis – implies the gathering of disparate elements
into a
new whole. One example of the “synthesis” level in entrepreneurship education is
the presentation portfolio or the finished project. At this point the students have
worked with the academic elements of entrepreneurship both in theory and in
practice – they have acquired knowledge, comprehension, active capability and
analytical skill – and now these disparate threads are gathered into a
consideredresult.
Evaluation is the highest objective in learning processes when the goal is to foster
independence and action competence – key terms in entrepreneurship.
Independence is about putting the students in a position to evaluate their own
processes and products. Being able to look at yourself critically and evaluating
your own learning processes indicates that you are leaving behind some of the
“external actuation” that characterises non-independent work. In the evaluation
category, a student himself or herself is able to see what it takes to solve problems
and establish new learning objectives. They learn how to learn.
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On the basis of Bloom's Taxonomy of learning objectives, it is possible to know
something, yet if you cannot apply this knowledge – and this type of application
can be referred to as active capability – it is not particularly valuable. The value
inherent in entrepreneurial learning has to do with enabling students to set
objectives for themselves, to identify and create new opportunities for creating
value, to identify the next “best action”, and to reflect on their own work, their
own resources and their own learning.
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SECOND"PART"–"PORTFOLIO"IN"THEORY"
AND"PRACTICE"
WHAT IS A PORTFOLIO?
Properly speaking, a portfolio simply refers to a “folder” or a “container”.1 In this
sense, the word is a metaphor for a place where you can store products, such as
e.g. sounds, images or documents. A portfolio is not a recent invention. For years,
portfolios have been used by artists, models, architects and advertising
professionals as a means of presenting their “merchandise”. Portfolios have thus
served as a framework for presenting products in physical form: ideas for
upcoming projects, sketches in progress, finished drawings, images and
showcases. A portfolio serves as a “folder” that an employer or client can browse
in order to have a look at the products.
It is this type of portfolio – a presentation – that most frequently comes to mind
when portfolio is mentioned as a concept.
But a portfolio can be more than a place where you present yourself or your
products. It can also be used to improve learning and project outcomes, and can
serve as a good basis for administering exams. Two different types of portfolios
are classified and described below, where one mainly has to do with the product
and the other with the learning process. These two types often overlap, but it is
good to be able to differentiate between product and process.
The portfolio method did not gain ground as a pedagogical tool in Danish
educational institutions until the 1990s. From an educational perspective, the
concept of a portfolio is more complex than merely a collection of work. The
portfolio can be used simultaneously as a classroom method, a learning
framework, a form of documentation and as an evaluation method (Lund 2008).
But as a matter of principle, portfolios can be classified into two main types, each
with its own potentials: presentation portfolios andworking portfolios.

PORTFOLIO AS PRESENTATION

A portfolio for presenting products is the type of portfolio that will have most
people nodding in recognition. It can have the form of a folder in the physical
sense – of the type used by architects, artists and models – but more frequently
takes the form of an e-portfolio, i.e. as drawn up using a computer program.
Presentation portfolios can vary widely in terms of form and content – and a
good presentation portfolio is tailored to the audience it is addressing. For this
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reason, portfolios can take many forms and be called by many different names.
Examples of presentation portfolios:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Skills"portfolio""
Project"portfolio""
Evaluation"portfolio""
Product"portfolio""
Professional"portfolio""
Exam"portfolio"
"
If you are applying for a job, a portfolio can be designed, for instance, as an
enhanced CV – a skills portfolio geared to a particular employer or client. An eportfolio makes it possible to include links to relevant collaborators, video clips
and music clips, reviews, etc.
If you are looking for project funding, a project portfolio can be used as an
appealing presentation of the idea in which the description is targeted to the
endowment or fund you would like to receive support from, potentially including
budgets, press releases, images, etc.
If you have received support from a fund or endowment for your project, for
instance, an evaluation portfolio might be a good idea. You can use this type of
portfolio to show how the funds were used (budgets and accounts) and the value
created for the outside world (number of visitors, ticket sales, reviews/publicity,
etc.) It is sure to work – not least if you should want to apply for funding for new
projects in the future!
A portfolio can also be a place where a finished product is exhibited – a product
portfolio. This is the type that most closely resembles a traditional website, with a
presentation of services such as e.g. concerts, lectures, teaching materials,
workshops, etc.
A professional portfolio is more like a professional profile, e.g. for specialised
educators, musicians or a band/ensemble.
Last but not least, the presentation portfolio can be used for exams. A exam
portfolio is made up of a special selection from the student's sealed working
portfolio (see below). This selection forms the basis for an oral examination. The
same principles apply here as those that apply to the other presentation forms:
the students select the material they would like to present in the context in
question in order to show their best possible work.
Basically, the presentation portfolio differs from the working portfolio in that it is
addressed to specific recipients, meaning that it is “open” and available to others
to some degree. For this reason, presentation portfolios are product-oriented by
their very nature.
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PORTFOLIO AS A WORKING TOOL
Portfolios are less well-known as working tools. This is a method that is rapidly
gaining ground in many different academic programs. The difference between a
presentation portfolio and a working portfolio is that, instead of being concerned
with presenting a finished product, the focus of the working portfolio is on the
process – i.e. how the students create and develop the product – or the project –
and on how the students learn.
A working portfolio is a broad term for a portfolio that can contain anything from
students' reflections on their own learning, logbook notes and mind maps, to
group work, sketches of ideas and projects. The working portfolio can also take
many different forms and be called by many different names, depending on
application and content
Examples of working portfolios:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Learning"portfolio"
Development"portfolio"
Teaching"portfolio"
Process"portfolio"
Project"portfolio"
Feedback"portfolio"
Evaluation"portfolio"

Accordingly, the working portfolio can be used for numerous different objectives,
ranging from use as a traditional “folder” for archiving work (assignments,
logbooks and expressive writing, sheet music, music recordings, video clips, etc.)
resembling the physical folder of an architect containing sketches and finished
work, to serving as a framework for reflection and development, the visualisation
of objectives as well as working and learning processes.
What distinguishes a working portfolio from e.g. a presentation portfolio is
basically the audience it is aimed at. Whereas a presentation portfolio is open and
has a recipient in mind, the working portfolio is closed and private. The student –
or the group – writes for his or her own sake, to himself or herself and about
himself or herself. Of course, it may also be possible to give an advisor or fellow
students access to the working portfolio for coaching and feedback purposes.
When portfolio work is strictly divided into working portfolios and presentation
portfolios, one might think at first glance that the one excludes the other. That
you have to choose between process and product, the private sphere or the public
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presentation. But it is precisely in entrepreneurship education, which in principle
comprises both, that we need to break with this type of thinking. A portfolio can
readily combine both components in one form, it is not a matter of either or but
of both and. In other words, the point is not to choosebetween process and
product, but rather to differentiate between the times you are working in a
closed, private process of work and development, and the times you are
presenting yourself or your work to the outside world.

PORTFOLIO IN ENTREPRENEURSHIP EDUCATION
The course in entrepreneurship at RAM is based on the interaction between
teaching about entrepreneurship and teaching within entrepreneurship based on
real-world projects. The subject is set up to facilitate interaction between
experiential learning processes, general academic inputs and guidance. As a
natural consequence of this arrangement, the portfolio method has been adapted
to this didactic approach and is meant to serve as a unifying link for personal
development and learning, theoretical knowledge about entrepreneurship and
labour market topics, as well as practical experience and projects. The portfolio
method is also included as an integrated component of the entrepreneurship
course, used as an evaluation method and a form of administering exams.
As a tool used in the subject of entrepreneurship, portfolios are based on
entrepreneurial projects commencing during a creative development phase where
the primary work takes place in what can be referred to as the backstage arena of
learning. By degrees, the portfolio transitions into a phase where ideas,
knowledge and products take shape in order to eventually be presented to the
public.
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PORTFOLIO AS PEDAGOGICAL INTENT
In theory, the portfolio method as a learning framework and project management
tool promises to improve students’ learning, to increase their action competence
and reflection skills, to lead to more innovative, structured and targeted projects
and to a meaningful, formative practice of evaluation. When this method is
implemented in the Academy's entrepreneurship course, it is done naturally in
order to improve students' learning. However, it must be stressed that the
portfolio method is not a teaching concept that can be “copy-pasted” into place.
As is the case with most educational initiatives, the portfolio method is no more
than a framework for learning. It could be referred to as – and without detriment
to the educator's own committed and targeted efforts – a pedagogical or didactic
intent. To what extent the students embrace this method and use it in the practice
of entrepreneurship, however, is the crux of the matter when it comes to
understanding the potential and possibilities harboured by the method in terms
of genuine learning outcomes. Although the method potentially promises to
improve students' learning and their possibilities for developing entrepreneurial
skills, in practice it is not about what the students learn, but rather how they are
learning it.
On this basis, as implemented in the entrepreneurship programme, portfolios
should be understood as a learning tool and as a method rather than as teaching
material per se. The method's outcome depends on how it is implemented, which
will largely be up to the individual educator and student.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF PORTFOLIOS
As mentioned previously, a portfolio does not automatically become a portfolio,
and the method is by no means one-size-fits-all. How both educator and student
embrace the method is absolutely critical, as is the ability to find their own ways
of applying it; getting off to a good start is also important.
The work involved in implementing the portfolio method as a learning tool
consists of three phases: Start-up, Application and Selection.

The first phase occurs as early as possible during the first semester of the
entrepreneurship course. This is where students are introduced to the portfolio
method as a project management tool and learning framework. It is important to
instil in the students a motivation and a desire to apply the portfolio in practice –
just as it is important to promote understanding of the “business” of the method.
For this reason, portfolios are introduced in both theory and practice.
A brief introduction is provided of the ideas underlying the portfolio method in
order to promote theoretical comprehension. Exercises in expressive writing are
attempted in order to impart a sense of the possibilities inherent in the tool, and
logbook exercises are tested over time in order to provide a sense of meaning.
Students are also shown different portfolios and are made familiar with the
advantages and challenges inherent in the method. During the initial
introductory phase, it is essential that the students become capable of
distinguishing between the backstage and frontstage arenas, between expressive
writing and transactional writing and between process and product.
During the initial phase, the students are also introduced to WordPress as a
potential (but not mandatory) platform for a portfolio. Here students learn how
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to set up both public and private pages, cf. the Backstage/Frontstage concept
above, and learn how to create exciting pages with options to embed film clips
and audio files for their projects.
The second phase extends over the entire entrepreneurship course, right up to
the exam. Here the portfolio is used in practice, e.g. for the purposes of
documenting learning processes, asserting ideas, developing projects, reflecting
on the various issues covered in the subject, mapping one's own skills, etc. on an
ongoing basis. Portfolios are used both in group work and as a tool for individual
learning processes. The individual educator makes use of portfolios as a learning
framework in conjunction with the themes of the course to the extent he or she
finds it relevant, just as reflection exercises, logbooks and question guides are
used as needed.
In the third and final phase, a presentation portfolio is prepared for the exam.
This portfolio draws on the pre-existing material in the working portfolio and
feedback portfolio, but is edited and designed so as to showcase the desired
results. Material is carefully selected in order to document learning processes, the
knowledge acquired in the discipline of entrepreneurship and the achievement of
the learning objectives defined for the course – in a portfolio presentation of the
final project.

"
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THE PORTFOLIO'S THREE PHASES
The portfolio method is integrated into the entrepreneurship programme as both
a working method and an evaluation method. This means that the specific
frameworks are organised in the form of three different “folders” or portfolios: a
working portfolio, a feedback portfolio and a presentation portfolio. The first
two are sealed and private (backstage), while the last one is open and available to
the public (frontstage). When a portfolio is meant to function as a learning arena
and working framework, and as both an evaluation tool and a means of
presenting products and results, the students' work on portfolios must be
approached with each of these perspectives in mind.

In principle, as a methodical entrepreneurship learning tool, a portfolio can be
used in three arenas, each with a different focus and different learning objectives.
The first is completely private, the second is also private although open to
feedback and guidance, and the third arena is open and is designed with a view to
presentation.
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WORKING PORTFOLIO: Portfolio as self-evaluation
As a teaching framework, the portfolio method is characterised by a substantial
element of self-evaluation and self-help, both of which can contribute to
identifying new learning objectives. When you gather your work into a portfolio,
what you can do and what cannot yet do become apparent. What you have
understood, and what you have not entirely understood. What you have done,
and what you do not want or are not able to do. In other words, the students'
academic and practical efforts are rendered both visible and tangible. A type of
retention arises and the next possible steps and actions become easier to spot. In
this way, the portfolio serves as a support for learning processes in that the zone
of proximal development becomes clearer when the students' development and
learning processes are put into words through expressive writing and reflection
exercises. This can be of use in establishing new goals, creating structure and
making plans for self-motivated learning. In this way, the portfolio becomes a
sounding board, so to speak – a wall to bounce the ball off – similar to the
advisor. Rather than the advisor evaluating and determining development needs,
this involves a greater degree of self-evaluation and responsibility for one's own
learning.

FEEDBACK PORTFOLIO: Portfolio as a basis for guidance
For purposes of guidance and exchange of ideas between students, the feedback
portfolio is used as a framework for ongoing formative evaluation with a focus on
development and learning. In other words, formative evaluation has to do with
investigating and identifying your position on the learning continuum so as to
make it possible to identify new challenges and learning objectives. One might
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say that it fundamentally has to do with finding out where you stand and where
you want to go. Here it is the role of the advisor to help narrow the gap between
the current situation and the desired state (new knowledge, capabilities,
comprehension, insight, etc.). In other words, the student's portfolio becomes a
valuable tool for performing evaluation on multiple levels. On the one hand, the
writing and reflection assignments related to the academic subject themselves
constitute a form of ongoing self-evaluation, as mentioned above. On the other
hand, the feedback portfolio makes it possible for the advisor and educator to get
a glimpse of working methods and students' reflections. It is crucial that the
advisor knows how to be constructive and how to focus on the student's zone of
proximal development and potential without judging the student on the basis of
results. If the person being evaluated attempts to conceal potential mistakes and
shortcomings out of a fear of criticism, it will be difficult for the formative
evaluation to do much good.

PRESENTATION PORTFOLIO: Portfolio as a basis for exams
When portfolios are used as the basis for administering the exam in
entrepreneurship, this has to do with evaluating learning objectives using the
portfolio and the evaluation of the portfolio as a product. In the context of
summative evaluation, emphasis is shifted from what is to be learned – the
process – to what has already been learned, i.e. the product or “end result”. The
purpose of the exam in entrepreneurship is thus to evaluate, based on the
submitted portfolio, the extent to which the student fulfils the learning objectives
defined for the subject. In a subject like entrepreneurship, where the learning
objectives largely have to do with comprehension and action competence,
examination and assessment must naturally emphasise the degree to which
students understand the general principles of entrepreneurship and whether they
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are able to apply the methods and strategies that are useful for solving specific
problems within the subject. Among other things, this means that the questions
asked in the exam should not deal exclusively with the “product” and the quality
of the project portfolio at hand, such as e.g. the layout, structure, project
management strategy and idea, but must also investigate the students' personal
learning processes in depth in addition to their self-insight and action
competence and their ability to identify and create new opportunities for using
their artistic talent and craft in value-creating processes.

"
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PORTFOLIO AS INTERFACE BETWEEN THEORY AND
PRACTICE
RAM’s approach to entrepreneurship is based on the interplay between the
students' skills, the subject's theoretical foundation and work performed during
actual projects. As part of the course in entrepreneurship, students must acquire
knowledge about issues related to entrepreneurship as a subject and to the labour
market such as economics, business plans, PR strategies, etc. This is part of the
teaching curriculum, and part of “equipping the student” for the labour market.
(RAM curriculum: 2011).

On the other hand, we understand that entrepreneurial learning processes must
be linked to an active element taking place in the real world in order for the
lessons to take root. Students work on real projects during the entrepreneurship
programme – either in the form of group work or individually. In other words,
students have to go out and match wits with reality; they have to get on the
phone, use the keyboard, write applications and communicate with the players in
the industry. They have to act.
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The challenge is to link up the knowledge that the student comes into contact
with in the classroom to the personal resources and experiences gained in the
context of real-world projects. It is important to prevent knowledge from
becoming superficial and meaningless – and also to keep action from becoming
thoughtless. This is precisely what the portfolio method, as incorporated into
entrepreneurship education, is thought to be able to accomplish: To create an
interface for learning – a connection between theory and practice, between
thought and action, between knowledge and active capability.
The portfolio method is included as an integrated component of an
entrepreneurship programme meant to promote, support and structure learning.
It becomes a unifying element across the programme's many different facets.
Broadly understood, this means that portfolios should be able to serve as a
framework for mapping students' resources and networks, project work, personal
learning processes, knowledge related to the subject's various themes and for the
presentation and evaluation of projects and results.
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To portray how the method will establish a link between theory and practice, the
course in entrepreneurship is depicted as a combination of experiential learning
processes (practice) – the broad blue arrow running along the bottom – and the
knowledge imparted about the labour market and entrepreneurial theory
(knowledge of entrepreneurship) – the green stripes. The portfolio method in the
model is represented by the “glue” joining theory with practice through reflection,
feedback and exercises.
In principle, work on the ongoing working portfolio and feedback portfolio takes
place in the backstage arena, as part of an ongoing learning process. When the
students encounter new topics in the classroom, these are processed in the
portfolio and linked to projects in progress. Conversely, reflections based on
ongoing project work may uncover the need for new knowledge, which in this
case can be obtained from the subject's theoretical foundation. This promotes
dynamic interaction between theory and practice, with the portfolio serving as
the reflective interface.
As the academic programme draws to a close, the focus will increasingly be on
product and presentation, with material from the working portfolio being
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selected, edited and readied for presentation as part of the exam – frontstage.
In other words, the portfolio method is a proposed learning framework that
bridges the gap between theory and practice by means of reflective writing
processes, the retention and anchoring of knowledge and through the
documentation of learning, development and action.
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WRITING TO LEARN

In principle, the portfolio method is based on writing. Generally speaking, this
has to do with writing and reflection as a learning strategy and the interface
between theory and practice: expressive writing and various types of logbook
writing, reflective exercises and question guides. There is no exact recipe as to
how this can be tackled, as each individual team, each individual educator and
each individual student will have differing approaches and preferences. The
possibilities are both numerous and flexible in terms of bringing writing and
reflection into play as the interface between the subject's theoretical
considerations and the world of practice.
Writing as a learning strategy is about far more than conveying and presenting
one's knowledge and ideas in writing. Writing as part of the portfolio method is
largely about setting one's thoughts down on paper in order to be able to refer
back to them, establish an overview, identify learning objectives and
opportunities for development and discover new aspects and ideas, thereby
giving impetus to new trains of thought. Writing becomes part of a creative
process and a springboard for new ideas and options. We distinguish between
writing as part of a process of thinking and learning and writing as
apresentation of thoughts and learning.

EXPRESSIVE WRITING
When work is done in the portfolio's “backstage area”, students work on
developing and improving processes and products and in order to learn, not in
order to perform or present as such. Being part of open processes like this
requires an experimental, investigative approach – whether you are working on a
specific entrepreneurship project, in the process of developing a professional
identity or considering personal career opportunities.
Expressive writing is based on the theory that ideas are written into being – in
other words, that one learns through writing and while one is writing.
In order to get started on this type of writing, which can contribute to learning
and new insights, it is important, first and foremost, to switch off one's inner
critic. It is well known that most people write more creatively and freely when
they do not feel they are being watched or judged. For this reason, the writing
process should be conceived of as closed and private, i.e. something no one else
should read. This means that you can write without mincing words or censoring
yourself.
Anything goes when working on the closed working portfolio – backstage. You
write for your own sake and to yourself, meaning that you can include everything
that crosses your mind. Including the thoughts and wild ideas that would
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normally be censored by your inner critic. The fact that expressive writing is
aimed at the person who is writing and not at any external recipient gives most
who engage in it a feeling of security and freedom. (as opposed to presentation/
transactional writing).
Expressive writing therefore allows for new knowledge and discoveries. If
reflective questions are also linked to the writing exercise in the bargain, the
student is “forced” or jarred into articulating his or her thoughts and exposing
these thoughts to some form of further elaboration. The objective of expressive
writing is thus to serve as a creative construction site away from critical eyes and
judgemental thoughts, where students are able to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Think"of"and"develop"ideas"
Explore"opportunities""
Catch"sight"of"new"perspectives"
Clarify"what"is"unclear"
Clarify"wishes"and"objectives"
Assert"their"own"thoughts"and"ideas"
Think"the"unthinkable"
Explain"things"to"themselves"
Think"“what"if?”"
Process"their"thoughts"

This work involves using logbooks and writing exercises as well as assignments
and exercises related to the subject's theoretical inputs and to everyday situations
from the students' practice. It is essential that the responsibility for learning and
development be placed on the students themselves. They can be encouraged to
reformulate the questions as needed or to add new questions if doing so best suits
the students' own work processes. One disruptive question will not necessarily
disrupt them all. This is largely about taking ownership of the learning processes
and finding your own way of working.
Sample expressive writing techniques:
speed writing, non-stop writing, power writing, flow writing, essence writing,
brainstorming, mind-mapping, logbooks

TRANSACTIONAL WRITING
Transactional writing – or presentation writing – is completely different to
expressive writing in that it is geared toward a finished product and is addressed
to a recipient. Just as the rehearsal room is where you prepare to give a
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performance, expressive writing is the work that goes into being able to present
finished texts or products. The product might be the finished presentation
portfolio for the exam or a slick website, but “frontstage” communication such as
e-mails, press releases, applications and project descriptions are also examples of
transactional writing. One might say that expressive writing practices,
investigates, experiments, etc. before going out and presenting its products and
communicating its message.
Many people feel a bit uneasy or even draw a complete blank when confronted
with a blank page. The tendency is to want to deliver a perfect result in one go.
Presentation is naturally related to performance. And precisely because it is
important to give the best possible performance when presenting yourself and
your projects, there is a need for optimal frameworks for development. Once a
subject has been worked through and clarified, it is much easier to produce a final
result in writing and to give your best performance.
In other words, expressive writing and logbooks – in their investigative and
uncensored forms – can be used to create familiarity and establish clarity
regarding what you are up to, what you want or who you want to be as a
professional. Based on the clarity to which expressive writing contributes, the
contours of the final message become sharper, both to ourselves and to the
recipient.
Transactional writing is different to expressive writing, because it is about:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Presenting"projects"
Expressing"yourself"clearly"and"precisely"(eTmails,"press"releases,"
applications)"
“Selling”"products"
Conveying"messages"
Staging"a"professional"identity""
Describing"ideas"
Showcasing"results"
Visualising"working"and"learning"methods""

A good exercise can be to distinguish between when you are working using
expressive writing backstage and when you are writing in order to convey a
message to a recipient – frontstage.
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THE LOGBOOK

The logbook is an essential tool in portfolios used as a learning framework in
entrepreneurship. Writing – or expressive writing – becomes a driving force for
learning. In other words, writing a logbook serves primarily as a support for
developing one's thoughts and learning. This is where it becomes possible to
explore, investigate and discover over time. Thus, the logbook can contribute to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Discovering"new"options"
Displaying"and"visualising"your"own"potentials"
Developing"thoughts"and"ideas""
Asserting"thoughts"and"ideas"
Visualising"development"and"learning"
Clarifying"project"objectives"
Generating"questions"and"answers"
Formulating"your"own"learning"objectives"as"well"as"initiating"and"
maintaining"the"processes"that"lead"to"achieving"your"goals"

THE LOGBOOK AS DIALOGUE
It is important that the logbook be reflective and not simply a recital of what you
did, thought or said in a given situation. For this reason, it can be a good idea to
proceed on the basis of a question, which can ensure that you do not confine
yourself to a retrospective account, but do in fact engage in expressive writing in
order to discover new possibilities. In other words, logbook writing is not about
writing down what happened, but about deliberating on why it happened and
whether anything could have been done differently or better, etc. In this way, the
process of writing, whether in the context of a traineeship, practice, or project
development, is able to improve the very way in which you think, thereby
qualifying your work as a whole.
When used as a type of expressive writing, the logbook can be compared to
engaging in dialogue. They say that some people think before they speak, while
others speak before they think; yet there is much to suggest that many people
actually speak in order to think! Many people have a need to say something out
loud in order to properly understand it. In precisely the same way, you engage in
logbook writing in order to think. It is comparable to engaging in a reflective
conversation with yourself – a dialogue. A dialogue is a way to engage openly and
candidly, and can lead to something new – what, precisely, you may not know in
advance. The logbook allows you, for instance, to enter into dialogue with
something you are trying to understand or a challenge that you would like to
solve. Investigative expressive writing is where new thoughts are born. The
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logbook is like a dialogue, an open and creative process.

VARIOUS KINDS OF LOGBOOKS

The logbook is a personal tool for reflection and development that basically
belongs in the closed portfolio, i.e. Backstage. The form can vary according to
what it is being used for and according to personal taste; it is also possible to keep
several logbooks in parallel in the same portfolio. In this way, the logbook can be
used for different purposes and in a variety of forms, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reflection"logbook"
Action"logbook"
Training"logbook"
Classroom"logbook"
Practical"experience"logbook"
Project"logbook"

It is easy enough to learn how to write a logbook, but it is important to provide a
thorough introduction to the method in order to avoid misunderstandings. As
part of the portfolio method, the logbook is neither a journal nor calendar, but a
tool, a sounding board. As a working tool, it is meant to actively spur the learning
processes. Thus, in order to stimulate learning and development, logbook writing
must be used actively in order to challenge habits and routines. It is a good idea
to link some “disruptive” questions to the logbook that challenge the students to
reflect. These can be questions designed to help identify the next action, a
creative solution to a problem, a potential new contact the students had not
considered or the next little step along the way. They can also be questions that
e.g. draw attention to collaboration in a group or personal learning.
Writing a logbook can be time-consuming, but need not be. It is about finding
your own form and your own routines and habits. Some people like writing
frequently and at length, while others prefer writing concisely and as needed.
Some might like to write in bullet form with explanatory sketches or links to
relevant websites, while others may need to write undisturbed for extended
periods of time. It is important that logbook writing becomes something that the
students do with a sense of ownership and joy – i.e. that it not be a tedious chore
that feels like “homework”.
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SAMPLE LOGBOOK EXERCISES
EXERCISE 1 – PRACTICE LOGBOOK
In order to establish good logbook writing habits, the method should be tested using
a subject that comes easily to the students – obviously this could be music practice,
but it can also be a different subject as well (e.g. practical experience).
The assignment for the next time the class meets will be to keep a daily “critical”
logbook discussing primary instrument practice over an entire week. Use the
question guide below as your point of departure.
The assignment is based on trying out the logbook as a tool for improving learning
and establishing new habits of thought. In other words, the point of the exercise is to
allow students to experience expressive writing and to reflect on their goals and the
ways to achieve them.
Assignment: Write a before logbook and an afterlogbook based on the questions
below. These questions should not be followed slavishly – feel free to come up with
your own relevant questions, but do try to address some of the following points each
day:
QUESTIONS BEFORE PRACTICE:
What are you going to practice and why?
How will you go about it?
For how long?
What do you expect to learn?
What do you think may be particularly challenging?
If needed, make an overview of your planned (practice) time – a timeline.
QUESTIONS AFTER PRACTICE:
To what extent did you practice what you had planned?
What was particularly challenging?
Was there anything that surprised you?
What have you learned and how does it show?
What, if anything, could you have done differently/better?
What is the next step toward better practice?
If needed, make an actualoverview of time spent, so that you can compare your
expectations and planning to your actual practice.
You are free to choose whether you wish to write on paper, the computer or possibly
make a new (private) page in your e-portfolio.
Now get on and have fun with it!
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ACTION LOGBOOK
An action logbook is in a way akin to a good old-fashioned to-do list, but in
expanded form, in that, in addition to answering the question of “what”, it also
addresses the questions of how, why and when. It can be designed based on what
it is being used for and according to personal taste. As a project tool used in
entrepreneurship, it can either be a personal logbook or a common logbook used
to keep the course and development of the project up to date and to make
adjustments accordingly using the question guide. The questions can be
rephrased freely to fit with the current situation, just as new questions can be
formulated ad lib.
Time: Some students will want to write every day – or each time an action has
been completed – while others may prefer to make updates weekly or as needed.
The action logbook can help to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create"an"overview"of"time"and"things"to"do"
Clarify"what"is"unclear"
Spot"options"
Create"structure"
Spot"obstacles"(both"real"and"imagined)"
Reduce"stress"
Retain"ideas"and"plans""
Make"choices,"determinations"and"decisions"
Showcase"the"results"of"your"efforts"
"
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EXERCISE 2 – ACTION LOGBOOK
Creative people are full of good ideas and initiatives and dream about doing this or
that, but translating ideas into action can often be a major challenge. The action
logbook is a tool that renders visible and maintains the process of moving from idea
to action.
The action logbook describes actions directed toward potential
collaborators/networks/contacts/funds/companies/etc. of relevance to your project.
You can also enter specific tasks that “simply” need to get done, just like when using
a to-do list. Base your work on the question guide below to get an overview of your
ongoing initiatives.
Assignment: Write an action logbook based on the below. These questions should
not be followed slavishly – feel free to come up with your own relevant questions
that fit the situation. The point is to allow yourself to be jolted into action and
inspired by questions when you need to move forward or have stalled in a task that
requires action – and that you establish, in no uncertain terms, what you are doing
and what you have achieved.

QUESTION:
What am I up to?
What do I want to achieve with my next action?
What may be particularly challenging?
What am I waiting for?
What, specifically, is preventing me from acting right now?
What is my next small step?
When can I take the next step?
What can I do while I wait?
What do I need to know more about/investigate further before I can make a choice?
Where can I find the knowledge I lack?
Who or what can help me progress beyond this point?
What will it feel like once it is done?

Now get on and have fun with it!
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PORTFOLIO IN PRACTICE

When it is time for the students to get started on building their portfolios in
practice, this can be tackled in many different ways depending on the aim. In
other words, it matters whether the portfolio is at a point where it is primarily
intended as a personal working and learning framework (backstage), as a process
log with an option to receive feedback from the advisor or fellow students
(backstage with feedback) or as a presentation portfolio focused on the product
(frontstage). In other words, you need to include and clarify which stages of the
learning process the portfolio serves as a frame for.
Most students, both in Denmark and internationally, are used to teacher-guided
assignments and “homework”. For this reason, handling the complexity in the
portfolio method can be a major challenge if specific requirements are not
imposed in terms of form and content. Such criteria may include e.g. imposing
requirements regarding defined headings or topics, or the use of a uniform
framework (such as WordPress or similar). Conversely, highly independent and
creative students may have a hard time expressing themselves if the formal and
substantive requirements become too rigid and inflexible. It will feel like a
constraint.
On that basis, some students will prefer a portfolio model that has already been
sketched out, in broad strokes, into headings and topics, while others will prefer
an even more nuanced model, perhaps complete with itemised tasks and readymade assignment sheets, while still others will work best with a completely open
model which they themselves take responsibility for designing and structuring
the whole way through. In other words, it is important for it to be possible to
configure the portfolios individually based on the preferences of the individual
student.
It must be stressed that a portfolio provides no guarantee of good learning
processes per se. How the portfolio is designed and used as a learning tool is
crucial, as is the degree to which the student experiences a sense of ownership
and meaningfulness in his or her use of the portfolio method. The major task of
the educator here is to provide support and guidance so that the student becomes
a “self-propelled”, independent portfolio user.

E-PORTFOLIO
In principle, a working portfolio could be a notepad with room for reflections,
project outlines, brainstorming and ideas. And a book in physical form is good for
providing a framework for what we previously described as “expressive writing”
and for the retention of ideas, progress/action and project development. Yet
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portfolios in the entrepreneurship programme – at least the feedback and
presentation portfolios – are required to be maintained electronically for several
reasons:
•

•

•
•
•

"This"electronic"form"makes"it"possible"for"the"advisor"and"fellow"students"to"
be"invited"“inside”"–"possibly"using"a"password"–"so"that"they"can"in"this"
way"provide"continuous"process"feedback."
This"opens"the"way"to"forms"of"collaboration"where"students"can"work"on"
shared"documents"and"logbooks"online,"should"the"students"choose"to"
work"in"groups."
This"electronic"form"provides"ample"opportunity"to"attach"images,"film,"audio"
and"useful"links"to"the"portfolio.""
Work"done"electronically"can"serve"as"a"basis"for"the"subsequent"selection"of"
material"for"the"exam."
The"material"in"the"electronic"working"portfolio"can"be"used"to"build"a"
presentation"portfolio"or"project"website."

There are many opportunities inherent in the e-portfolio.

PLATFORMS
There are many different providers of platforms and software that can provide a
framework for e-portfolios as a learning tool. It is beyond the scope of this project
to examine the various models and their advantages and drawbacks, but as
examples of frameworks that students have chosen to work with we might
mention the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wordpress"
Google"Docs"
Iweb"
Evernote"
Wix"
Notability"
Facebook"
Share"It"
One"Note"
Dropbox"
"

The students are free to choose the “platform” they want – the IT-based working
frame for their portfolio – but for the sake of clarity, a course could be offered in
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one or two pieces of software. For instance, these could be offered in Google Docs
for backstage learning arenas and WordPress for presentations. Choosing the
right platform for a portfolio as a learning framework is, moreover, an ongoing
discussion that is likely to continue for as long as the market for IT-based
learning frameworks continues to evolve. Right now, the best solution appears to
be to leave it up to the individual student.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR OWN LEARNING

Entrepreneurship at the Royal Academy of Music is aimed at developing an
entrepreneurial mindset by training students in action competence, personal
integrity and responsibility for their own learning and development. These
learning objectives suggest the more open and elective portfolio model. It would
make sense to present the method as a project management tool, as would
showing examples of how it could be used; in addition, however, there must be as
few rules and restrictions as possible in order to foster the method's creative
potential and to avoid giving students the idea that there are a limited number of
ways to properly tackle the project.
Self-direction and responsibility for one's own learning are key elements in an
approach to teaching that aims to develop autonomy and action competence; it is
for this reason that students are given a large share of responsibility for the
development and work on their own projects and learning portfolios. In practice,
this means that a fixed template for e-portfolios will not be developed at the
outset; instead, a methodical framework will be created with room for personal
preferences, creativity and artistic integrity. It is critical that students establish a
positive relationship to their own portfolios, thereby gaining a sense of ownership
over them.

CONTENT REQUIREMENTS
That being said, it should be stressed that it is crucial that work on the portfolio
not be done exclusively on a “pleasure basis”. As a pedagogical strategy, a
portfolio must necessarily impose requirements to the effect that the topics
covered by the entrepreneurship programme as well as reflections on practice be
addressed within the framework of the portfolio. Specifically, the portfolio may
address headings from the programme’s curricular topics such as e.g. idea
development, fund-raising, finance, branding, sales and marketing as well as
general business sense. To support the reflective and procedural elements of the
learning progress, it is possible to use e.g. logbooks, question guides and writing
and reflection exercises. Imposing requirements and establishing guidelines with
regard to the content of the portfolios and deploying these actively in connection
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with classroom instruction makes it possible to reinforce reflection and raise
awareness in a targeted manner in addition to creating the necessary framework
for feedback and guidance during the process.
The students will not necessarily work their way to such active awareness if they
design their portfolios on a “pleasure basis”, since the most natural thing to do is
usually to remain in one’s “comfort zone”. Most will usually start with
“frontstage” subjects closely related to the type of profiling and presentation
reminiscent of websites. The task of the educator here is to clarify the difference
between the portions of the portfolio that have to do with process and the
portions that have to do with the product – and to help students tighten up both
so that the portfolio produced becomes both/and rather than either/or.

PORTFOLIO METHOD AND CHALLENGES

As a framework for “meta-learning” and reflection, a portfolio represents a
cognitive challenge at a relatively high level. Asking questions about your own
learning such as e.g.: What do I expect to learn? What might be especially
challenging when I do this thing in particular? Why did it turn out the way
it did? What have I learned and how does it show? What could have been
done differently? – presupposes that the student has insight into his or her own
learning processes and the goals of the same. For many – both students and
educators – working with learning in this way is something novel and represents
a challenge in and of itself. In addition, as a methodical learning framework for
entrepreneurship, the portfolio method poses some obvious challenges in the
form of skills related to writing and IT, motivation, habits, etc.

WRITING

The portfolio method requires that the student bring his or her own learning
processes to light through a process of verbalisation based on writing. This can be
especially challenging, in part because writing is a time-consuming process, and
in part because the motivation to express oneself in writing may vary with
temperament and preferred learning strategy. In other words, students studying
music – as well as students in other programmes – come from widely varying
backgrounds as regards the approach to this work method – meaning that they
will have widely divergent reasons for feeling either motivated or reluctant. This
is why individual, differentiated feedback and guidance that accommodates the
students' differing approaches to writing is so important. Some may prefer to
include sketches or film clips in their portfolios, while others will write using
bullet points and images. It's about finding your own form.
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IT
Students' abilities within the area of IT are also widely divergent. Some students
will feel that having to work using e-portfolios poses a significant challenge, while
others may be unable to imagine working in any other way. Accordingly, we have
decided to leave the choice of what platform to use for the learning portfolios up
to the students. This will result in the greatest possible sense of ownership over
the portfolios. If the IT challenges become overwhelming, it will be too difficult to
work with the portfolio, engendering resistance. For this reason, one option for
individual students is to work on the closed backstage portion of the portfolio in
“old school” book form. Yet preparing an e-portfolio for use in guidance and for
the exam is a requirement.

PROACTIVE APPROACH TO LEARNING

The use of portfolios as a learning tool makes for a proactive, independent way of
relating to learning. Key portfolio tools such as expressive writing or exploratory
writing, which are geared exclusively to oneself as tools for supporting the
development of one's own thinking, are rarely encountered in the Danish school
system. Most students are used to writing something “for the teacher's sake” or in
order to earn good marks. The challenge – the proactive component – is that in a
portfolio used as a learning framework, students write first and foremost for their
own sake, about themselves and to themselves.

PORTFOLIO AND GOOD HABITS
For many encountering the portfolio as a learning framework, use of this method
immediately makes perfect sense. For most, being “disrupted” by the new
discoveries made in expressive writing has a invigorating and inspiring effect, as
do the challenging questions related to topics covered in the classroom. Thus, the
challenge does not lie and getting started with using the portfolio method, but
rather in being persistent and acquiring good habits and routines. If it is to be
part of the learning process and not just a retrospective description of events, the
portfolio must be used regularly and continuously. This means that good habits
need to be cultivated.

HOMEWORK OR BECAUSE YOU WANT TO?

If the portfolio is seen as an extra burden – as homework and a waste of time – it
will be difficult to create the dynamic learning framework that the portfolio
method is intended to be. If the work on the portfolio becomes nothing more than
the fulfilment of an obligation, the students will be falling back into a reactive
pattern concerned with keeping the teacher happy. They will no longer be writing
for their own sake. In which case working on the portfolio will not make any
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sense.
The proactive approach to learning is characterised precisely by the student’s
experience of working on the portfolio as something meaningful. Only then does
it become pleasurable, potentially making the portfolio a kind of sounding board
– a wall to bounce a ball off – and one that students would rather not do without
during their project work and in their learning processes.

TIME
Working with a portfolio can take time – time that many students do not seem to
think they have. They may prefer to practice their instruments – or other kinds of
“homework” may seem more important. It is crucial for students to get a taste of
portfolio work as something that makes sense. That way the time used on it will
feel like time well spent rather than time wasted.
It may also be a good idea to set aside a block of time on a daily or weekly basis;
that way students will have an “agreement” with their portfolios blocked off on
the calendar. This way it will not feel like an extra burden or time waster, but
rather as part of a routine, and as a permanent, integrated part of the
subject/programme. As an alternative, the educator can set aside some time to
work on questions related to the students' work or other reflection methods at the
end of the class.
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